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I am used to 
these tools...



● What is available on shaheen?
● How to use it?

Content





Visit KSL website!                 http://hpc.kaust.edu.sa 
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Today’s Journey:

Let’s explore some 
Data Science Needs

And see how
Shaheen can
Fulfill them...



Source: https://www.dataquest.io/blog/what-is-data-science 

https://www.dataquest.io/blog/what-is-data-science


Source: Machine Learning Blog

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/machinelearning/2017/11/16/on-demand-webinar-ai-development-using-data-science-vms-dsvm-deep-learning-vms-dlvm-azure-batch-ai/


Source: Machine Learning Blog

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/machinelearning/2017/11/16/on-demand-webinar-ai-development-using-data-science-vms-dsvm-deep-learning-vms-dlvm-azure-batch-ai/


● Shaheen Operating system is Linux

● Most of program running on workstation can then run on 
Shaheen!

● You can do what you like inside the nodes scheduled all for 
you! 

○ Multithreading application on 32 cores, 64 Hthreads
○ Spawning MPI processes
○ Internode socket communication
○ Launching several processes via regular shell
○ Scripting languages

● But…
○ No more than 128 GB of memory… no swap on HDD
○ No ssh possible from node to node
○ No publishing possible to the outside
○ One single filesystem shared by all
○ Some graphical libraries missing
○ No GPU



Source: Machine Learning Blog

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/machinelearning/2017/11/16/on-demand-webinar-ai-development-using-data-science-vms-dsvm-deep-learning-vms-dlvm-azure-batch-ai/


module load python/2.7.14
python my_code.py

module load python/3.6.4
python my_code.py

module load r/3.5.1
R

Julia was installed in a previous version 
of Shaheen OS

NodeJS is running fine

Go should be easy to install
 



Talking of performance
You log and 
compile here

You run here
Via a job



Tuned code will not run on login node
Code will 

crash here

Code are compiled for 
compute node 



Solution: submit a job
You log and 
compile here

You run here
Via a job



Or go interactive and run on a node
salloc ….

You run here
In an interactive 
session



Or go interactive and run on a node
salloc ….

You run here
In an interactive 
sessionsalloc: Pending job allocation 10911649

salloc: job 10911649 queued and waiting for resources

Wait in queue to have a node....

Here we are requesting one node on the debug queue

To get more    salloc -p workq  -N 5 srun --pty bash -i



Or go interactive and run on a node
salloc ….

You run here
In an interactive 
session

A node has just been granted....

From now on you are consuming resources on 32 cores!!!



Or go interactive and run on a node
salloc ….

You run here
In an interactive 
session

Because we are on a compute node, for which the python module 
have been compiled and tuned, it will run as expected...

no Segmentation fault will appear



Or go interactive and run on a node
salloc ….

You run here
In an interactive 
session



Source: Machine Learning Blog

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/machinelearning/2017/11/16/on-demand-webinar-ai-development-using-data-science-vms-dsvm-deep-learning-vms-dlvm-azure-batch-ai/


       Emacs, Vim, eclipse available

                     Visual studio code to be
                      Installed soon

                        Git is there!
      module load git/2.16.2

                         Wget works from
                          compute nodes

Next slide



Source: Machine Learning Blog

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/machinelearning/2017/11/16/on-demand-webinar-ai-development-using-data-science-vms-dsvm-deep-learning-vms-dlvm-azure-batch-ai/


     Tensorflow, Keras, Pytorch installed

module load tensorflow/1.8
module load keras/2.2.4
module load pytorch/0.4.1

                     Anaconda is there too!
   But not tuned for

                      computing node

Any other need? 
A new version required?
   help@hpc.kaust.edu.sa  

mailto:help@hpc.kaust.edu.sa


Portable (running both on login 
and compute node)

Not optimized for Shaheen



Portable (running both on login 
and compute node)

Not optimized for Shaheen

Optimized for Shaheen, 
compiled on the top of Cray 
libraries

running on compute node only



Portable (running both on login 
and compute node)

Not optimized for Shaheen

Optimized for Shaheen, 
compiled on the top of Cray 
libraries

running on compute node only









In your project directory, do not hesitate to create your own conda environment 
and add conda packages if needed

          conda create -p /project/userxxx/.conda/my_env  
          conda activate /project/userxxx/.conda/my_env 

           conda install pyspark



Running at scale!



Source: Machine Learning Blog

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/machinelearning/2017/11/16/on-demand-webinar-ai-development-using-data-science-vms-dsvm-deep-learning-vms-dlvm-azure-batch-ai/


Which need do you have?

help@hpc.kaust.edu.sa 

Databases, Data 
publishing, workflow 
implementation...

Shaheen? Neser?

Ibex?

mailto:help@hpc.kaust.edu.sa


Using Containers



Using a container?

With containers, you are not trapped anymore by the OS 
and Software environment of Shaheen….

Download an existing container from hub.docker.com.

Modify it, develop on your workstation, laptop, and deploy 
immediately to Shaheen, IBEX, Amazon WS….

→  the overhead (in memory and performance) is very 
low compared to virtualization



● Security issue: easy to 
become root, 
easy to browse any 
part of a filesystem

● No classic package 
installation possible, 
running directly on 
Shaheen

But… Docker is not well suited for 
HPC world...



No root priviledges! Running same container but rejecting 
on the fly every root-based  order



Alternative solutions have been 
designed

Both Singularity (from LBL) and Shifter (from NERSC) can use Docker 
containers.

Although container can be tweaked on your machine with all permission, 
any attempt to become root or read unauthorized filesystem is denied 
from a container run via shifter or singularity

A part of Cray analytics software stack is a single Shifter container 
tuned by Cray to perform at its best on XC



help@hpc.kaust.edu.sa

If high demand
 → Container 101 and 201 KSL session?

mailto:help@hpc.kaust.edu.sa


Reach compute node



Compute Nodes

/home

cdl1
cdl2
cdl3
cdl4

Gateway1

/lustre

Login nodes
Gateway2

How to
reach there?

How to reach your Jupyter Notebook?



Compute Nodes

/home

cdl1
cdl2
cdl3
cdl4

Gateway1

/lustre

Login nodes
Gateway2

Only cdls are visible from
your laptop 

How to
reach there?

How to reach your Jupyter Notebook?

20030

20030

20030

20030



reconnect to Shaheen and gateway2 precising the port to forward:

From your laptop or workstation, connect to shaheen adding some parameter to ssh:

mylaptop% ssh -L 20030:localhost:20030 shaheen.hpc.kaust.edu.sa
cdl1%     ssh -L 20030:localhost:20030 gateway2

start the Jupyter notebook via an interactive session:

gateway2% salloc -N 1 -p debug
nid00008% module load analytics
nid00008% start_analytics  --login-port 20030 --ui-port 20030

See: http://hpc.kaust.edu.sa/jupyter 

How to reach your Jupyter Notebook?

http://hpc.kaust.edu.sa/jupyter


Looking ahead



Use jupyterlab instead of jupyter notebook

conda install jupyterlab



We are developing a dataHub



We are developing a dataHub



We are developing a dataHub



We are developing a dataHub



- Some data science tools are 
available on shaheen 2: all 
scripting languages, 
development tools, ML 
libraries….

- Some effort needed to run in 
production

- Ongoing task to ease access 
to these resource



Questions?

samuel.kortas@hpc.kaust.edu.sa

help@hpc.kaust.edu.sa

Photo credit: http://unsplash.com 
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